Abstract. We present the reduction of the correlation functions of the Ising model on the anisotropic square lattice to complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind, the extension of Kramers-Wannier duality to anisotropic correlation functions, and the linear differential equations for these anisotropic correlations. More precisely, we show that the anisotropic correlation functions are homogeneous polynomials of the complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind. We give the exact dual transformation matching the correlation functions and the dual correlation functions. We show that the linear differential operators annihilating the general two-point correlation functions are factorised in a very simple way, in operators of decreasing orders.
Introduction
The two dimensional Ising model has been the object of penetrating investigations beginning with the loop algebraic computation of the free energy in 1944 by Onsager [1] ,the spinor (Fermionic) method of Kaufman [2] in 1949 , the correlation computations of Kaufman and Onsager [3] also in 1949, the characterization as Toeplitz determinants by Montroll, Potts and Ward [4] in 1963, the asymptotic behavior for large separations of Wu [5] in 1966, the Painlevé III representation in the scaling region of T near T c by Wu, McCoy, Tracy and Barouch [6] in 1976 and the Painlevé VI representation of the diagonal correlation functions by Jimbo and Miwa [7] in 1981. We know more about the correlation functions of the Ising model than any other system and these correlation functions have inspired developments ranging from conformal field theory to random matrices.
Nevertheless there are still many questions which remain unsolved. In this note we investigate the reduction of the anisotropic correlation functions to homogeneous polynomials in the three kinds of complete elliptic integrals, the implications of the Kramers-Wannier duality [8] and the linear differential equations satisfied by the anisotropic correlation functions.
In section 2 we review the reduction of the nearest neighbor correlation to the form obtained by Onsager [1] . This leads to an identity on complete elliptic integrals of the third kind. In section 3 we extend this complete elliptic integral representation to all correlations. In section 4 we find a representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality on the complete elliptic integral of the first, second and third kind, which actually transforms the correlation functions into the dual correlation functions. We conclude in section 5 with a discussion of the linear differential equations for the correlations.
The nearest neighbor correlation
The two dimensional Ising model on a square lattice is defined by the interaction energy
where σ i,j = ±1 is the spin at row i and column j and the sum is over all values ± 1 for all spins in a lattice of L v rows and L h columns with either cylindrical or toroidal boundary conditions. The partition function on the L v × L h lattice at temperature T and the free energy in the thermodynamic limit, are defined as
The result of this computation is the famous double integral formula for the free energy 
where β = 1/k B T (k B being Boltzmann's constant). This free energy has a singularity of the form (β − β c ) 2 · ln(β − β c ) 2 , at the critical value β c = 1/k B T c , defined by:
We begin our discussion of Ising correlation functions with the nearest neighbor row and column correlation functions which can be obtained from the free energy as u = ∂βF ∂β = −E h · σ 0,0 σ 0,1 − E v · σ 0,0 σ 1,0 .
Thus by differentiating (3) and doing one of the integrals by closing a contour on poles we find C(0, 1) = σ 0,0 σ 0,1 = 1 2π 
with
where z v = tanh βE v and z h = tanh βE h . The result (6) can be reduced to complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind defined as
where we have chosen a normalization such that at k = n = 0 the three elliptic integrals are unity instead of π/2. We also introduce the modulus of the elliptic functions parametrizing the model:
This reduction is carried out in [9] by two different methods which lead to two, at first sight, different expressions. Perhaps the most straightforward reduction for T < T c (α 2 < 1) is to set e iθ = ζ in (6) , and, then, use the substitution
to obtain:
A similar computation in [9] for T > T c (α 2 > 1) gives:
This form, however, is not particularly transparent and a more elaborate reduction, given in [9] , gives † a form first obtained by Onsager [1] . Using the notation
the result for T < T c is
† Removing a misprinted factor of α 2 in (3.70) on page 97 of [9] .
and for T > T c
where the anisotropy ν is defined as:
One also has:
We note that the high temperature correlation (19) is obtained from the low temperature correlation (18) by the substitutioñ
The expressions (15) and (16) look quite different from (18) and (19) . Nevertheless they are actually equal. Equating the two forms of the low temperature correlation we obtain an identity on elliptic integrals of the third kind:
where we have used
If we set z = −α 1 · k < , we may verify that
and, thus, the identity (24) may be rewritten as:
Performing series † expansions of the lhs of (28) one can check that this identity is valid ‡ when z and k < are small (not necessarily real) and such that |z/k < | << 1. A proof of identity (28) is given in Appendix A. † For instance series expansions in t of the lhs of (28) with z = (2 + 3 i) · t 3 , k< = t 2 , and, conversely, see that another identity takes place when z and k< are small but |z/k<| >> 1. ‡ However, this identity addressing two complex variables, it is difficult to find what is precisely the domain of validity of this identity in the two complex variables z and k<, the conditions z = ± k< certainly playing some role, as can be seen on the denominator of transformation (29) .
We note that the transformation
occurring in (28) , is of infinite order. If one writes the previous infinite order ¶ (rational) transformation (29) in terms of k = 1/k < , it reads:
where one recognizes, immediately, the doubling transformation, θ → 2 θ, on the square of the elliptic sinus, z = sn(θ, k) 2 :
The interpretation of this identity as a doubling transformation suggests to recall addition formulae on the Jacobi's Zeta function [10, 11] (a logarithmic derivative of the Jacobi theta function), which is closely related to the ratio of the complete elliptic integral of the third kind by the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, like, for instance, the relation † †
After some straightforward calculations one can interpret identity (28) as the u = a limit of identity (32).
Isotropic limit
To obtain the isotropic limit, where ν = 1, we note that elliptic integrals of the third kind obey the identity [13] :
Thus, when ν = 1, we havẽ
which can be used, in (18) and (19) , to eliminate the elliptic integral of the third kind to find for T < T c , in the isotropic limit where
¶ Iterating N times the rational transformation (29) , one gets rational transformations of the form
, where P N (z, k) and Q N (z, k) are polynomials of degree in z growing, for generic values of k, like 4 N (for k = 1 these degrees grow like 2 N ). † † See, for instance, equations (64), (65) and (67) in [12] , where the parameter a is not required to be a rational multiple of a period [12] (the rational cases: see, for instance, (69) in [12] ). We thank J.H.H. Perk for reminding us, after completion of this work, the text following (66) in [12] discussing how the Π 1 can be reduced in rational cases. and for T > T c :
For T > T c as k → 0 we have
There are two methods which can be used to compute the Ising correlation functions † C(M, N ): either in terms of their representation as determinants [4] , or from their quadratic recursion relations [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
Determinantal representation
The next simplest correlations to study, after the nearest neighbor, are the row σ 0,0 σ 0,N and the diagonal σ 0,0 σ N,N correlation functions. The row correlation function σ 0,0 σ 0,N can be expressed as an N × N Toeplitz determinant [4, 9] 
where the generating function w(e iθ ) is
with α 1 and α 2 given by (7) and (8) . We note, when both α 1 and α 2 are real, that a n is also real. For the diagonal correlation C(N, N ) we may consider a triangular lattice by adding to the square lattice bonds of strength E d connecting sites (M, N ) with sites (M + 1, N + 1), obtaining a determinental representation by using a straightline path from (0, 0) to (N, N ) and then setting E d = 0. This results in C(N, N ) being given by the determinant (37) with
The matrix elements of the diagonal correlation function C(N, N ) are directly seen to be hypergeometric functions which, in turn, are expressed as linear combinations of the elliptic integralsK andẼ. For T < T c a 0 =Ẽ(k < ), (41) † The correlation functions of the Ising model are defined as usual, see, for instance, equation (14) in [4] . and for T > T c :
The matrix elements of the row correlation function are all expressed as linear combinations of the complete elliptic integralsK(k),Ẽ(k),Π(s
by use of the change of variables (14) and the identity (24) . For example, for T > T c with k = s v s h , we have
and for T < T c (k
More generally, the a n (for T > T c or T < T c ) are, also, all of the form
where the coefficients α n , β n , γ n , are algebraic expressions of k and ν (and, in fact, rational expressions in z v = tanh βE v and z h = tanh βE h ). The general correlation function C(M, N ) is given in what is called a bordered Toeplitz determinant which, for N > M , is an N × N determinant whose matrix elements in the first M columns are the a n of the diagonal correlations. These matrix elements contain only the complete elliptic integralsK andẼ. The matrix elements of the remaining columns are the matrix elements of the row correlations which are all linear combinations of the three types of elliptic integrals, namely for T > T c , K(k),Ẽ(k) andΠ(−kν, k). This generalizes the computation of the next to diagonal correlation of Au-Yang and Perk [18] , but the details seem not to be in the literature (even in [19] ).
Homogeneous polynomials
From these determinantal representations, and from the fact that the a n entries are linear combinations of all three types of elliptic integrals, we conclude that the correlation functions C(M, N ), for instance for T > T c , are, for N > M , homogeneous polynomials of degree N inK(k),Ẽ(k) andΠ(−kν, k), which contains all powers ofẼ andK but only powers ofΠ of orders less than or equal to N − M . For N < M they are homogeneous polynomials of degree N inK(k),Ẽ(k) and Π(−k/ν, k), where the order inΠ(−k/ν, k) is less than or equal to M −N . For general values of M and N , getting the exact expressions of the matrix elements of all the remaining columns as linear combinations of the three types of elliptic integrals, is quite difficult. This determinantal approach is not an efficient and practical approach to get exact expressions of correlation functions that are not diagonal, next-to-diagonal, or row correlation functions †.
Remark 1:
The fact that the Ising model correlation functions can be expressed as sums of products of three complete elliptic integrals is not specific of two point correlation functions. Recalling [20, 21] one can reduce, for even integer n, any npoint correlation function of the square lattice Ising model (or more general planar lattices) to sum of products of two points correlation functions. Consequently, any even number correlation functions can also be expressed as sums of products of three ‡ complete elliptic integrals (K(k),Ẽ(k) andΠ(−kν, k)).
Remark 2:
The fact that the Ising model correlation functions can be expressed as sums of products of three complete elliptic integrals is reminiscent of the results of Boos et al. [23] where it was shown that some correlation functions♯, associated with the eight-vertex model, can be expressed in terms of sum of products of three transcendental functions ¶.
Quadratic recursion relations
The efficient way to compute the exact expressions of the anisotropic correlation functions amounts, in fact, to using the quadratic difference equations obtained by McCoy and Wu [14] - [16] , and by Perk [15] . These recursion relations relate the (high-temperature) correlation functions C(M, N ) for T > T c to the dual correlation N ) is defined as the low temperature correlation with the replacement:
These difference equations read
which hold for all M and N , except M = 0, N = 0, where we have:
All the correlations may be computed from these quadratic relations using ‡ the diagonal correlation functions C(N, N ) and the first nearest neighbor correlations ‡ Or homogeneous polynomials of four complete elliptic integrals,K(k),Ẽ(k),Π(−kν, k) and Π(−k/ν, k), because N > M , as well as N < M , two-point correlation functions both occur in the decomposition of a general n-point correlation function. ♯ The correlation functions in [23] are ground state averages of the product of spin operators on consecutive columns on a same row of the lattice, to be compared with the traditional definition of correlations functions of lattice spin models (see, for instance, equation (14) in [4] ). ¶ These three transcendental functions are three log-derivatives of a function expressed in terms of theta functions and the elliptic gamma function (see equation (2.32) in [23] ). Seeing our results (homogeneous polynomials and more generally, sums of products of three complete elliptic integrals), as a straight subcase of the results in [23] for the eight-vertex model is not obvious (see the remarks in the first footnote of [23] ). ‡ This system of (overdetermined) quadratic equations (47), (48), (49) 
h , s v s h ), one can be confident in these exact expressions, the smallest miscalculation breaking immediately the rigid compatibility between these overdetermined set of quadratic relations.
Let us display the exact expressions of the first anisotropic correlation functions for T > T c where k = s v s h . We introduce the lighter notations:
The first diagonal correlation functions read:
The first row correlation functions read:
The first off-diagonal, off-row correlation function reads:
The corresponding dual correlation functions read respectively:
correlation functions, associated with other "initial" conditions for the quadratic recursions (see, for instance, equations (65), (100) in [22] ). The C(M, N ) (here for λ = 1) are deduced, in a unique way, from these quadratic recursions with these initial conditions: the initial conditions cannot be "arbitrary". † They can be viewed as discrete Painlevé lattice recursions.
Recalling that the dual correlation functions C d (M, N ) are defined as the low temperature correlation with the replacement (46), one immediately deduces the corresponding exact expressions of the low-temperature correlation functions from the previous exact expressions (58), (59), (60), (61), of the dual correlation functions.
Introducing some (low-temperature) notations:
the corresponding low-temperature correlation functions are immediately deduced. One gets for instance: 
Diagonal reduction.
We remarked, in subsection (3.1), that the diagonal correlation functions C(N, N ) can be seen to correspond to the α 1 = 0 limit of the anisotropic row correlation functions (see (39)). The condition α 1 = 0 corresponds to a s h small, s v large limit:
In this limit (66),Π =Π(−s 2 h , s v s h ), the complete elliptic integral of the third kind (52) reads:
and one verifies that, in this limit, C(0, 1) given by (55) actually reduces to C(1, 1) given by (53) (with s h s v = s 2 ), that C(0, 2) given by (56) actually reduces to C(2, 2) given by (54).
Note that this verification of the reduction of the anisotropic correlations C(0, N ) to the diagonal correlations C(N, N ) requires more and more terms in the λ-expansion (66): up to λ 2N to check the C(0, N ) → C(N, N ) limit †.
Duality
One can easily verify that the exact expressions (58), (59), (60), (61) of some dual correlations C d (M, N ) can be obtained from the exact expressions (53), (55), (56), (57) of the corresponding (high temperature) correlations C(M, N ), when one performs a very simple transformation on the + (high-temperature) s h and s v variables, and on the complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind:
This result actually generalizes Ghosh's result [24] from the isotropic to the anisotropic case. Ghosh's result [24] gave a representation of the duality only on the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind (see also equations (57) in [12] ). We sketch in Appendix B a proof that the involutive transformation (68), can actually be seen as a representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality on the complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind.
Because the matrix elements in the determinantal expressions for the correlation functions are all expressible as linear combinations ofK,Ẽ andΠ, this representation (68) of the duality on the complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kind holds for all correlations C(M, N ).
Isotropic limit
The correlations in the isotropic limit have been extensively studied by Ghosh and Shrock [25, 26, 27] . In the isotropic limit the fundamental anisotropic segregation between M > N and M > N , no longer exists, one has C(M, N ) = C(N, M ), s h = s v = s. A consequence of identity (33) is that the complete elliptic integrals of the third kind actually reduce to the complete elliptic integral of the first kind K (see (33) 
and consequently, all the previous exact expressions of the correlation functions C(M, N ) and dual correlation functions C d (M, N ), are expressed as nonhomogeneous polynomials in onlyẼ andK. In the isotropic limit, the previous homogeneity property, is now "hidden" in the exact expressions of the correlation functions expressed in terms of polynomials in onlyẼ andK. For instance C(0, 2) † In fact, more generally in the limit (66), one has C(M, N ) → C(N, N ) for all M < N (not just M = 0).
and C d (0, 2) read
and C(1, 2) and C d (1, 2) read respectively:
and
As it should, one does verify, on these non-homogeneous exact expressions in onlỹ E andK, that all the dual correlation functions C d (M, N ) can also be deduced from the correlation functions C(M, N ), using the representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality (B.15), rewritten in s:
which is nothing but the Ghosh's statement in [24] . This can be easily checked on (70) and (71), or (72) and (73). The fact that, when M − N is odd the exact expressions of the correlation functions C(M, N ) and of the dual correlation functions C d (M, N ) are very close (which is obvious on (72) and (73)), had already been remarked in the Shrock and Ghosh paper [25] . It corresponds to the simple identity valid only when M − N is odd:
which is easily checked on (72) and (73) (and of course, not on (70) and (71)).
Linear differential equations for C(M, N )
The diagonal correlation C(N, N ) was shown in [28] to satisfy a linear differential equation of order N + 1. For the isotropic case it was also seen in [29] that, for odd N , the row correlation C(0, N ) satisfies an equation of order (N + 1)(N + 2)/2 and for N even of order (N + 2) 2 /4. Here we will consider, in the anisotropic case, the general correlations C(M, N ) and show that they are solution of a linear (partial) differential operator of order 1 2
The three functions in (52),Π =Π(−ν k, k),K =K(k),Ẽ =Ẽ(k), and their derivatives, form a three-dimensional vector space:
Π w = w ·Π with:
Do note that introducingΠ w , the product ofΠ with w, instead ofΠ, gives in (77) a partial derivative with respect to k which is a linear combination ofẼ andK, with no complete elliptic integral of the third kindΠ.
The general correlation function C(M, N ) (with M < N ) being a homogeneous polynomial of degree N inẼ,K andΠ, it is also a homogeneous polynomial of degree N inẼ,K andΠ w :
It has (N − M + 1)(N + M + 2)/2 monomialsΠ l wK mẼn in the sum. It follows from (77)-(79) that all the (N − M + 1)(N + M + 2)/2 first partial derivatives with respect to k of C(M, N ) will also be homogeneous polynomials inẼ,K andΠ w , each derivation decreasing the degree inΠ w , because of (77):
where:
If one considers the systems of (partial) differential equations (81) 
It is shown in Appendix C for the row correlation functions C(0, N ), but this can be generalized easily for general C(M, N ) correlations: the M n 's are actually homomorphic to the (n − 1)-th symmetric power † of the order-two operator L K annihilatingK.
In the special isotropic case, where ν = 1, the operator (83) reduces to direct sums [28, 29] .
Conclusion
We have shown that the anisotropic correlation functions C(M, N ) are homogeneous polynomials of degree N in the complete elliptic integralsẼ,K andΠ, when M < N . For M > N the anisotropic correlation functions C(M, N ) are homogeneous polynomials of degree N inẼ,K, the complete elliptic integral of the third kind Π(− ν k, k) being now replaced byΠ(− k/ν, k). This remarkable property is totally hidden ‡ in the isotropic case (see equations for instance (72), (73)). This is not the first case a nice property, an important symmetry requires a larger framework to be seen: the best example is certainly the (star-triangle) Yang-Baxter integrability of the Ising model which cannot be seen on the isotropic square model, but actually requires to consider the anisotropic model. We obtained the exact expressions of these homogeneous polynomial expressions from the quadratic recursions (47), (48), (49) of section (3.2). The homogeneous polynomial character of the solutions of such a remarkably rigid and overdetermined set of quadratic equations is worth noticing from an integrable lattice maps [30] , or discrete Painlevé [36, 37] viewpoint.
We have shown that the linear differential operators annihilating the anisotropic row correlation functions C(0, N ), are operators of order (N + 1)(N + 2)/2, with a remarkable canonical factorization in a product of operators homomorphic to the successive n-th symmetric powers of the operator annihilatingK, the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and similar results can be obtained for the general anisotropic correlation functions C(M, N ).
All the results given in this paper underline the fundamental role of the complete elliptic integral of the third kind in order to have a clean, clear-cut description of the anisotropic Ising model [31] . Along this line, we have been able to extend Ghosh's representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality [24] on the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind, to a representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality to complete elliptic integral of the third kind. This involutive representation actually enables to get the exact expressions of all the dual correlations C d (M, N ) occurring in the quadratic relations, from the exact expressions of the correlations C(M, N ). This representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality (68) can thus be seen as a symmetry of these overdetermined set of equations.
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Appendix A. Proof of the identity on a complete elliptic integral of the third kind
As noted in section (2) the identity (28) can be seen as a consequence of addition formulae on the Jacobi's Zeta function (see (32) ). We give here a perspective in terms of homomorphisms † of linear differential operators. ‡ And is even easy to miss (as we did in [28, 29] ), even in the anisotropic case if one usesΠ(− ν k, k) for M > N orΠ(− k/ν, k) for M < N . † In the sense of the equivalence of linear differential operators [33] (corresponding to the 'Homomorphisms' command in Maple's DEtools package).
One can rewrite the identity (28) on the complete elliptic integral of the third kind in the following form:
The complete elliptic integral of the third kindΠ(x, y) is known to be (see [28] ) solution of a third order linear differential operator, which is the product of an orderone linear differential operator and the square of one order-one linear differential operator:
The complete elliptic integral of the third kindΠ(R(x, y), y) is solution of another third order linear differential operator L
3 , which is L 3 pullbacked by the infinite order transformation x → R(x, y). The operator L by conjugation by respectively A(x, y) and B(x, y), and are, of course, also homomorphic. The order-three operators M 3 and N 3 are also product of order-one linear differential operators: 6) where:
The lhs of identity (A.1) is the sum of A(x, y)·Π(x, y) and B(x, y)·Π(R(x, y), y) and is thus solution of the LCLM ‡ of M 3 and N 3 . In the identity (A.1), y remains fixed, and thus the rhs of (A.1),K(y), is a constant with respect to the partial derivations in x. Proving identity (A.1) requires the constant functions in x to be solution of the previous LCLM. This is actually the case. This LCLM is an order-four operator, which is the product of four order-one operators, the order-one operator right divising this LCLM being precisely ∂/∂x:
where the exact expressions of the three rational functions of the two variables x and y, namely ρ 4 , ρ 5 and ρ 6 , is not important for this proof †. For instance ρ 6 reads:
(A.9)
Finding the constant (in x) in the rhs of identity (A.1) is easily done taking the x = 0 limit of the lhs of (A.1). SinceΠ(R(0, y), y) =K(y), the evaluation of the lhs of (A.1) at x = 0 gives the rhs of identity (A.1):
Appendix B. Representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality on the complete elliptic integrals
The Kramers-Wannier duality on the anisotropic model is well-known to correspond
Appendix B.1. Representation of the Kramers-Wannier duality on the complete elliptic integral of the third kind
Let us consider the functionΠ =Π(− ν k, k), pullbacked by k → 1/k, ν remaining invariant:
Π pull , given by (B.1), is solution of an order-three linear differential operator M 3 which also factorizes in the product of an order-two operator M 2 and an order-one operator M 1 where
wherew is w in (80) with k −→ 1/k. Now consider k ·Π, one finds that it is also solution of the same order-three operator M 3 . The order-three operator M 3 has this solution
with, of course, the solution of the algebraic solution of M 1 , namely together with the formal series solution
where A 2 denotes an analytical series in k: 
are solutions of the same second-order linear differential operator. The other solution of this linear differential operator is the formal series
where E a is a holonomic Laurent series at k = 0: Finally, one also finds, similarly, that
where K a is a holonomic series analytic at k = 0: and the order-one partial differential operator M 1 :
The action of the order-one operator M 1 on the complete elliptic integral of the third kindΠ gives a linear combination ofẼ andK withoutΠ:
More generally, let us consider a linear differential operator of order N : Let us now apply equation (C.7) on the row correlation functions C(0, N ) are homogeneous polynomials inẼ,K andΠ, with coefficients that are rational functions in k and ν (up to overall square root, (s where the C n are homogeneous polynomials inẼ andK of degree ν inẼ andK. The first coefficient C 0 (k, ν) is annihilated by a first order linear differential operator 9) and one thus has, from (C.7), that
where the P n (E, K) are also homogeneous polynomials inẼ andK of degree n iñ E andK. Let us denote L K the second order operator that annihilates K. At the next step, since P 1 (E, K) is a linear combination ofẼ andK, one knows that there exists a second order operator M 2 , homomorphic to L K , that annihilates P 1 (Ẽ,K). Consequently, using (C.7), one gets that 
